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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to compare two virtual keyboards for people 

with cerebral palsy; many of these users have difficulty performing actions 

using their upper limbs due to large numbers of unwanted movements. The first 

is a classical QWERTY type keyboard, called Clavicom NG. The second is the 

K-Hermes proposed in this paper. K-Hermes is a reduced and monotape 

keyboard; its entry principles are inspired by the T9 keyboard. The aim of the 

experiment is to demonstrate the reduced effort and increased speed of typing 

with the keyboard suggested for people with Cerebral Palsy.  

Keywords: Virtual keyboard, text entry, effort reduction, cerebral palsy. 

1  Introduction 

Much research has been done on virtual keyboards and the tiny keyboards of mobile 

devices. Indeed, they are increasingly used in mobile devices such as mobile phones 

or tablet PCs. In this paper, we focus specifically on virtual keyboards for people with 

disabilities. It is not possible to deal with all the existing handicaps due to their large 

number [18]. Therefore, this article focuses on users with Cerebral Palsy. These 

people have suffered neurological damage. For many of these users, their movements 

lack precision [13], which is why they are likely to use a virtual keyboard for text 

entry. In this case, a joystick is often used for mouse manipulation (other devices are 

also possible, such as eye-controlled devices), the clicking is done with a pushbutton. 

For example, the device used by the first author is shown in Fig. 1. In this paper, we 

begin with a state of the art on keyboards adapted for users with motor impairments. 

Then we propose the K-Hermes virtual keyboard. An experiment, the goal of which is 

to compare it with the Clavicom NG keyboard [3] used by many disabled users, is the 

subject of the next part. The results obtained are described and discussed.  

 



 

 
 

Fig. 1. Pointing device using the K-Hermes virtual keyboard. 

2 State of the art on keyboards for people with motor 

impairments (cerebral palsy) 

Many studies have been conducted in the field of text entry for people with motor 

impairments [14] [17]. Representative examples of virtual keyboards with the goals of 

reducing mouse movements and increasing the speed of text input are presented 

below.  

 

Dvorak [4] is an alternative to the standard physical keyboard. On the Dvorak 

keyboard, consonants and vowels are most likely placed in the midline of the 

keyboard. This layout makes it possible to perform less complex finger movements 

and thus offers more comfortable input while reducing physical fatigue. XPeRT [21] 

has a similar layout to the qwerty Keyboard. Its principle is to group the most 

frequent diagrams (groups of 2 letters) in order to reduce the distance traveled by the 

mouse pointer while typing text. OPTI and FITALI [9] offer the most probable letters 
in the center of the keyboard. They have both multiple space bars on the sides and a 
large shift bar on the bottom that make input easier and faster. This result is in 
accordance with Fitts’s Law [8] that shows that the closer the letters, the faster and 

the less tiring the input. Métropolis [22] is based on the eponymous global 



optimization algorithm. The letters are grouped according to the attraction between 

them, while taking into account Fitts’s law to shorten the travel distance of the mouse. 

Sybille [20] is a predictive keyboard that helps the user to type faster by predicting 

both the most probable letters and words during text input. It should be noted that 

most keyboards for users with disabilities possess a word prediction system. Dasher 

[6] allows an input exclusively based on mouse movement by always pointing to the 

next character in the list of probable letters presented on the right close to the current 

pointer position. KeyGlass [19] provides, after each letter input, around the key, four 
semi-transparent buttons representing the most probable following letters.  
 
Chewing Word [5] presents a dynamic keyboard with two rows of letter keys. After 
each character input, the prediction system rearranges the letter keys according to 
their probability of occurrence. UKO-II [9] is a keyboard designed for people affected 
by cerebral palsy. It uses the same principle as T9. There are only four buttons for all 
the characters. To input a letter, the user must enter the number of the key (from 1 to 
4) associated to the letter. Then, a disambiguation algorithm proposes the most 
probable words according to the sequence of keystrokes. K-Thôt [1] offers a virtual 
keyboard for people with motor disabilities, which aims at minimizing movements 
and user fatigue and to maximize the input speed. The input of special characters, 
such as spaces, backspaces and capital letters is made particularly easy. 

 

CLAVICOM NG [2] is an azerty layout keyboard. It has been chosen as a reference 

for the evaluation of the K-Hermes keyboard for the following reasons: 

(1) it is often used in specialized centers for people with disabilities, 

(2) it uses a prediction system like the K-Hermes keyboard,  

(3 the keyboard layout is adaptable by the user. 

With Clavicom NG, the user enters its desired text by directly clicking on letter keys 

like a standard azerty keyboard. Word proposals appear inside white buttons located 

on top of the keyboard (Figure 2). Just click on one of these buttons to automatically 

complete the current input word and add a space. With this method, the user does not 

have to input a space before beginning the next word. 

 

 

Fig. 2. CLAVICOM NG: (1) propositions of words, (2) AZERTY keyboard. 



3 K-Hermes  

The K-Hermes keyboard has been proposed in [9]. K-Hermes is named K for 

"keyboard" and Hermes was the Greek god in charge of sending messages. K-Hermes 

is based on the layout of a T9-type keyboard. It has the advantage of enabling entry 

with only 9 keys. This reduces movement between the joystick and the pushbutton, 

and therefore reduces the fatigue of the user (which is essential for Neurological 

Injury) (Fig. 3). To enter the nth letter of a labeled button, the user must click on the 

button n times. Thus, to enter "b", he/she must double click on the button labeled 

"abc." In the figure, the left buttons containing the word "proposition" corresponds to 

the area of lexical prediction. In the current version of K-Hermes, if the user types 

"a", the keypad will display the first six words in its dictionary that start with "a". The 

keys are arranged in alphabetical order so that the user memorizes the location of the 

letters easily, which helps reduce eyestrain.  

 

Fig. 3. K-Hermes: (1) Word proposals, (2) T9-style keyboard (3 letters per key). 

The buttons with the word “proposition” (“proposal” in English), which are located 

on the left side of K-Hermes, are used to display a set of words in the dictionary. In 

the current version of K-Hermes, if the user types the letter “a”, the keypad will 

display the first six words in its dictionary that start with “a”. Note that further 

information on the word prediction will be provided later in the subsection “Word 

Prediction”.  

 

For users with cerebral palsy, it is important to clarify in this article that all of these 

movements if repeated several hundred times a day, can cause muscle pain. 

 

The comparative experiment involving the proposed keyboard and Clavicom NG is 

the subject of the next part.  

4 Experimentation 

The hypothesis is as follows: K-Hermes with a word prediction system allows for less 



movement (return of the hand between the joystick and push button, visible in Figure 

1) for entering text. This consequently leads to a decrease in fatigue.  

To prove the hypothesis, we conducted a series of tests with three different types of 

people: 

• A person with cerebral palsy is the subject of reference for the experiments.  

• A group of able-bodied people simulating a disability to use the device seen 

in Figure 1 for handling the pointer on the screen. They use their favored 

hand during testing. 

• A group of able-bodied people using a mouse. 

 

People simulating a disability had an additional constraint thus bringing them closer 

to the extent of physical capacity of a person with cerebral palsy: they had to 

manipulate the joystick with one hand and a clenched fist. Under these conditions, 

testers make about the same movements as users with cerebral palsy. 

 

The left joystick is used to direct the mouse pointer. The first four buttons (top two in 

each row) are used to simulate a left click. The following four (the last two of each 

line) are used to simulate a right click. This device was designed based on an old 

joystick which was amended and connected to a box used to translate the electrical 

impulses emitted by the joystick and buttons into digital data. Click lock is 

accomplished by holding down the top button of the first line (see Figure 1).  

 

The test was conducted in two sessions for the following reason: Cerebral palsy 

causes its victims to be plagued with a lot of unwanted movements. Therefore, we 

decided to conduct only a few sessions. Indeed, when able-bodied people manipulate 

the joystick for the first time with their fists, they too must undergo a large number of 

additional movements. Thus making the input conditions close to those of a person 

with cerebral palsy. Carrying out many of these sessions makes it harder to reach the 

reality of those conditions, as able-bodied people become used to the constraints, 

which greatly reduces the involuntary movement. 

 

The time between test sessions was 24 hours. The testers used the following four 

methods alternately: (1) K-Hermes with word prediction, (2) K-Hermes without word 

prediction, (3) Clavicom NG with word prediction, (4) NG Clavicom without 

prediction words. The tests were conducted as follows: (1) the testers filled out a 

questionnaire about their habits with computers. (2) An explanation was given about 

the keyboard to use. (3) During a period of 5 minutes, they input a series of 5-letter 

words. (4) These actions were repeated for the four keyboards over two sessions. (5) 

A final questionnaire was filled for their thoughts on each keyboard.  

 

Some information has been recorded for the purpose of analysis by more: the distance 

traveled by the pointer, the average distance between two keys, the number of 

comings and goings of the hand between the joystick and push button, the number of 

words per minute (WPM: Words Per Minute), the number of characters per second 

(CPS: Characters Per Second).  



5 Data analysis 

Preference: to evaluate the preference of testers for different keyboards, we asked 

testers to draw a line on an axis of ten centimeters. 0 symbolizes the most negative 

response (difficult to use or exhausting) and 10 the most positive (easy to use or no 

fatigue felt). We can see that the Clavicom NG left a better impression with testers, 

because of their practice with an AZERTY physical keyboard type. In addition, 90% 

(calculated from the questionnaire) of the participants send their messages from their 

mobile phones with an AZERTY keyboard (mono-tap). 

 

Category of questions Average (on 10) 

Difficulties in K-Hermes without word prediction 4.92 

Difficulties in K-Hermes with word prediction 5.08 
Difficulties in CLAVICOM NG without word prediction 3.02 

Difficulties in CLAVICOM NG with word prediction 3.42 
Fatigue level for K-Hermes without word prediction 4.69 

Fatigue level for K-Hermes with word prediction 4.23 
Fatigue level for CLAVICOM NG without word prediction 2.88 

Fatigue level for CLAVICOM NG with word prediction 2.88 

Table 1. Results of the questionnaire completed by the testers at the end of each test session. 

Word Prediction: K-Hermes is more efficient than Clavicom NG. Indeed, the former 

predicted 1.82 words per session and the second predicted 0.89 word per session over 

all the sessions with all the users. These results were calculated by summing the 

number of words predicted by the keyboards, and dividing by the number of 

participants, based on the extension of the dictionary [7] of 60 000 to 336 531 words. 

K-Hermes has an additional advantage in this domain: when the user uses the 

backspace key, the previously suggested words are proposed again. Consider the 

following example (see Fig.4). 

• the user types on the 'M' key;  

• the word prediction proposes the words “Matter”,”Middle”,”Mistake”. 

• the user types on the 'O' key;  

• The new list of words proposed: “Mother”,”Motor”,”Monster”. 

• By deleting the letter "o", the words: “Matter”,”Middle”,”Mistake” are 

proposed again.  

 

Fig. 4. Relationship between backspace and word prediction system in K-Hermes. 



 

This system is not implemented in the Clavicom NG software. When the user 

removes a letter, all proposals are deleted. This means that the tester must complete 

the entry word and generates additional movements. The selection of proposals will 

automatically add a space as a word separator, the user does not need to enter it. This 

last principle is implemented in K-Hermes and Clavicom NG. 

 

Fig. 5. WPM for all configuration to 2 sessions. 

 

Number of words per minute: There is a very important difference between the 

results obtained for the group simulating a disabled person (see Figure 5) and able-

bodied people for Clavicom NG. The cause is the manipulation of the pointer: 

performing an action with the mouse requires a little more time, just one second (the 

average mouse pointing time is estimated to be 1.1 seconds according to the Keystrole 

Level Model(KLM) [2]), whereas with the joystick the same action may take only a 

few seconds. However, it was also noted that some of those who used a traditional 

mouse were much more precise with the pointer. First, we thought it was normal fault 

(handling a pointer with a joystick is not easy), but we later learned that some of the 

testers were used to playing video games with a joystick. The gamers had just as 

much difficulty manipulating the mouse pointer. This is due to the sensitivity of the 

joystick and the effect of reducing the precision of the pointer. 

 

With K-Hermes, the difference between the three groups of testers is reduced. All of 

the able-bodied people were slower in their entries because of the disambiguation 

system, the testers had to make an extra effort to select the desired letter on the 

buttons contrary to Clavicom NG with which the characters are accessible with one 

click. For the group who simulated a disability, the typing speed difference between 

the two keyboards with word prediction for the second session was 0.16 words per 

minute. The reference subject obtained a lower entry speed than the other two groups. 
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This suggests that the simulation of disability is imperfect. The reference subject 

made more moves because of his disability during the tests, which reduced the 

number of words he was able to type. 
 

Error rate per word: for all the groups, the two keyboards are approximately the 

same (Clavicom NG: 0.003 errors per word; K-Hermes: 0.002 errors per word). The 

Multitap system in K-Hermes to choose the desired letter did not disturb the users. 

The fact of having to count the number of clicks to get a letter requires additional 

concentration and prevents the user from choosing the wrong letter. 

 

Number of comings and goings of the hand between the joystick and button 

validation: for a specific period of time, assuming that users of K-Hermes and 

Clavicom NG input as many words as they can, the average difference between both 

keyboards with word prediction is 15 movements, with fewer movements for K-

Hermes. If the prediction system is disabled, the number decreases to 10. Table 2 

shows the number projections for a complete day. Indeed, the test lasted 5 minutes. 

Thus, based on the questionnaire, which was completed by all of the testers, they use 

a computer for an average of 7 hours per day (including breaks). Consequently, in 

theory, the number would reach 1260 movements within one day (without 

considering the break time, for example). Such a number of movements has a 

significant effect on the user’s fatigue level. The length between the joystick and the 

button used during testing is 8 cm; thus the total length over a day (on such a device) 

could reach up to more than 20,000 cm (20,160 cm in theory). 

 

Keyboards Average number of moves  

K-Hermes without word prediction  99 
K-Hermes with word prediction 93 
CLAVICOM NG without word prediction 109 
CLAVICOM NG with word prediction 108 

Table 2. Average number of movements (Number of comings and goings of the hand between 

joystick and validation button) during the two sets of tests. 

Table 3 includes the average distance traveled by the mouse pointer over all the tests 

carried out. 

 

Keyboards Average distance 

G1 (to pixel) 

Average distance G2 

(to pixel) 

K-Hermes without word prediction 108 116 
K-Hermes a with word prediction 107 114 

CLAVICOM NG without word prediction 164 178 
CLAVICOM NG with word prediction 159 180 

Table 3. Average distance traveled by the mouse between two keys in the 2 sessions (G1: A 

group of people simulating a disability G2: group of able-bodied people). 

The difference between the two keyboards for the group simulating a disability with 

word prediction is 52 pixels. We can come to two conclusions: the user manipulates 

the joystick less time with K-Hermes, this reduces the movement of the arm. The 

second observation is on pointing precision. On K-Hermes, the keys are larger 



because they represent three letters. According to Fitts' law [8], the tester needs less 

precision and he/she performs pointing gestures faster. The testers tend to move 

beyond the appropriate button with Clavicom NG; the consequence is the necessity of 

additional operations to correct their actions. With K-Hermes, the consecutive letters 

in a word and finding the consecutive letters on the same key do not require moving 

the mouse pointer. This is a very important result for users with cerebral palsy. 

 

In the light of the different results obtained, we can conclude that our hypothesis has 

been verified. 

6 Conclusion  

In this paper, the K-Hermes virtual keyboard has been proposed and described. The 

purpose of this paper was also to compare the reduction in effort with this T9-style 

keyboard compared to a QWERTY style keyboard for users with cerebral palsy. Such 

users greatly benefit from a reduced keyboard to limit their movements during text 

entry and thus reduce their physical strain. The results obtained during the 

experiments show a significant decrease in the number of movements. Note that other 

experiments have reached the following conclusion: a valid user may reach 10.4 

words per minute after 10 hours of training with a T9-type keyboard [10]. We are far 

from this performance, because we chose to do a limited number of tests to remain as 

close to reality as possible due to operations performed by users with cerebral palsy. 

However, through our work it was possible to increase the text entry speed while 

decreasing the physical effort for people with cerebral palsy, which is very promising. 

Our perspectives focus on improving the prediction system. We are also thinking 

about different layouts for the keys.  
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